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In this paper we studied m x n arrays with row sums nrl(n, m ) and column slim?: mr/(n, 112 ) 
where (FL VI) d:n&te~ the greatest common di\i!.or of m and n. We were ;ihlc to show rhat the 
function H,,,,(r). which enumerates m x n arrays with row sums and column sums nr/(m, n) and 
mt/(n. m ) respectively, is a polynomial in r of degree (m - f )(n - I). We found silmple formulas 
to evaluate these polynomials for negative values. -- I, and vie show that certain Ismall negarive 
integers are roots of these polynomials. When we considered the generating :unctlon G,,, (y } = 
\ Lr,,, I-I,,.. (r)y ‘, it was found to be rational of degree less th9.n zero. The denominal or of G, ,, (y ) 
is of the form (I - y )c* “” ‘I* ‘. and the coefficients of rhe nukzrator are non-negative integers 
which enjoy a certain symmetric rciation. 
1. Intiwduction 
Let H,,,,(r) denote the number of m x yo arrays (u,,) wherf: a,, are ncln-negative 
integers which satisfy :
2 flij = r, (i = 1, . . . , I?2 ), 
,= I 
3% 
t ia, = s, 
(j = l,....t2), 
-: 
(I-1) 
whze r and s pre fixed nonnegative integers determined 5y US = mr. Our row su*n 
I is therefore a multiple of n /(n, m ) and our column sum s is a multiple of 
m /(n, m ), where (n, 12 ) denotes the greatest common dii/isor tbf e2 and n. 
When enumerating rectangular arrays, it is often convenient to ,oonsidcr the 
following system of homogeneous linear equations. 
21;4 
Each rectangular array which satisfies (1.1) is a solution to (1.2) with x,,,“+~ = 
nt/(m, n), and x~,,+~ = mr/(m, n). 
Let our weighted generating function for H,,.(nr/(m, n)), m, n fixed, be den;Dted 
by Ffx,, . . . , x,, xn+i, l . . , xzn, . l - , x,-n+ 1, x;,, cz)r 
wher.:: the summation involves solutions to (1 J), r = nr/(rrr., n), s = mr/(n, m ). 
Let our generating function for KS.,, (nr/(m, n )), n, m fixed positive integers, be 
defined by: 
By setting xl = xz = l * * = x,,, = xmn-+l = 1 in (1.3) we have the following relation: 
= G,, n (p ), where y = x $$in’. (1.5) 
Square arrays, H,,, (r), have been studied by a number of people. Stanley in [IS] 
has proved thal HRn (r) is a polynomial in r of degree (n - 1)‘. A number of others, 
includjgg Carlitz in [5]; MacMahon in (ICI; Anand, Dumir and Gupta in 121; and 
Nath and Iyer in [ll]; have determined H,, (r) for smatl specific v&es of n. 
Enumeration of symmetric square arrays have aIso been studied by Carlitz and 
Stanley. SpeZTc rectangular arrays, 2 X n and 3 % n arrays, have been studied by 
Edmonds in [6] and Edmonds has proved that &, (nr&t, 2)) and HJ.,, @r/(3, n)) 
are polynomials in r of degrees (n - ‘1) and 2(pt - 1) respectively. Actual polyno- 
mials have b $en found in the 2 x n and 3 x n cases for small specific values of YI. 
In this pa!)er we will consider general rectangular arrays, m x n, where m and n 
are arbitrary positive integers and VI. t\ will show 
is a polynomkl in r of degree (to - l)(~ - 1). 
We also show 
N tn.n & - 
i c 1)) 
=***=&,n *+-@wl)+l))=o. for(.w,~~~1, (1.7) , 
an4 that for negative values, - r; the polynomials we obtain satisfy: 
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When we considered tte generating function G,.. fy ), it was found to have the 
fobwing form: 
where 
Q(wl .t)(n- I) = l - * = a,,..l,,..l,-.f,.,,,.z = 0, for (m,n)> 1, 
and dl of the u, are non-negative integers. 
These results agree with the previous resuhs for square and 2 x tt and 3 Y n 
arrays. 
2. kelimina~ies 
Before we consider the genera! m x n cas,e we will state and prove a few 
pre!imin Iry results that will 5e needed. We begin with the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.f. Consider ~1  X n nrrcay of non -negatioe integers with: row sum st. Wu are 
abk to construct an s Y n array with row sums t and column SLOI~S qua1 to rhe enC&~s 
of Pie original 1 ): n array. 
Proof. We will show that from an arbitrary 1 X n array: 
St* 
we can construct an array 
i-----l 
It i f 
. . . aIn I ,, 
. . . Qh 
. . * 
/ 
/ * * ’ a,, 
. 
(41 a2 a, 
i t 
with row sun~s t and catumns sums uI, Q~, . . . , a,. 
We fkst~ &fine our entries in column one and then continue to the right tr, 
column n. in each column we wil1 define entries starting at the top and work 
downwards. 
column I 
column 2 
Define at1 = min(t,al) 
a21 = min(c, cl1 - a,,) 
: 
. 
( 
u-l 
a rl = min d,6ni - c ) a,1 . j .I’ 1 
. . . 
column k 
column n! 
-1 
( b 
I-’ 
j’” entry ajk = min I -L tijJa U& - 
c ) 
a?lk 
!=I I?1 ml 
in such a way we have constructed an s x n array with the desired properties. 
Since thz transpose of an yc x 1 array is a 1 X n array, we can similarly expand an 
n ): 1 array with column sum st into an n x s array with column sums I and row 
sums equal to rhe original entries. 
E,ramplc. As an example of this algorithm consider [~jC4,afXS 
array with row sum 6 l 4 = 24. From this array we construct the following 6 x 5 array 
with row sums 4 and cotumn sums 3, 0, 8, 9, ancf 4 resplectivefy, 
Of course a more interesting question would 
s 
be, how many 
I x fl array with row sum ai to obtain an s Y n array with 
sum&b cqlral to the originat entries, 
We now prove the following theorem which generalizes the ~cuI~ th;lt <I square 
matrix ot’ nonnegative integers with row and column sum r may be written ;IS the 
Sum of r permutation mz2trkes. 
t22t mt 
&-q 
-111 
(n. u2 ) 
ttr /(n, m ) 
flr/(n, m ) 
nr/(n, m ) 
with (i = I,.. ..m), 
Tkn A cast be written QS the sum of r arrays. each with nonnegative integer entries 
and eaclk llauing row crnd column sums equul to n /( n, m ), and n2 /(@a, m ) rqxcfioeiy. 
Pro&. Consider our array ~4. By using the algorithm in Lemma 2.1.~~ expand 1% 
into ;tn mnJ(n, m) x rt array by replacing each row (m of them) in A hy a 
?~/(a, 11 )X n array with row sums r and column sums equal to the entries of the 
aripinaf row. At this stage we have an mnj(n, m) x n array with row sums r ;md 
cofurrn sums mr/(n, m ). WC now replace each Column of this array by a 
(mn/(n, m)) x (q~/(n. m)j array with column sums r and row sums equal to the 
entries of the original column. Our resulting array, say C?, is (nm/(n, M )) X 
(nm &I, m )$ with row and column sums all equal to r. Therefore C can be written as 
the sum of r permutation matrices: 
We now carf;rfact C and each of these permutation matrices down ta dimension 
wt X n by adding appropriate rows and columns together as follows, From each of 
these square arrays form a new artay by adding together the first set of IO /{rt, m ) 
columns; to form column 1, the: second set of m /(n, m ) Columns to fcrrm cdumn 3, 
and so on, finaiIy adding together the n ” set of yts / ‘0, rri ) columns tt3 form column et. 
Similariy, we add together rows of this (nm 4~2, nt 1) x M array. WC add together the 
first set af n/fn, m ) vws far tTIw I, the second set of n /(n, m ) rows for row 2, and 
finally ending with xlding together the y)7 0’ set of n /(II, m j rows to form row m. 
Prom each of these permutation matrices we have obtained an m X n array whose 
row3 stnd ~atumrss leum to n&n, n ) and m /(n, m ) respecrively and by construction 
the sum of tkz r arrays is our original an~f Pz. 
I$xa?~~@ik As an example of Thearem 2.2 consider the following 3 x 2 array with 
TOW sums 2C!43,2) and column sunx 3-2/{3,2). 
By expanding each row into a 2/(2,3) x 2 array we obtain: 
By expanding each of these two columns rnto a (2*3,‘1;2,3)) x (3/(2,3)) array, we 
obtain the following (3-2/(3,2))X (3*2/(3,2)) array with, row and column sum 2. 
. 
This square array may now be written as the sum of two permutation arrays: 
We: now contract each of these arrays down to dirnensiofi 3 x 2 by adding 
appropriate rows and ccr;hrmns. IV& add trigether the :first set & 3 cohort to for~nr 
c~~lumn 1, and the second set -of 3 c~lum~ls to k~rrn CC&HTI~ 2, ’ 
By adding together the first set of two rows to form row 1, the second set of two 
rows for row 2, and the third set of two rows to form row S we finally obtain the 
desired resu It. 
Before we state the next lemma we will need the folfowing definitkns. 
Defimitbn. A set of nannegative integer sohutions to a system of linear homogene- 
ous equations is said to be a fundamental system of sohdons if whenever y is a 
dundamentaf solution and y = CY + @, where cy and #? are nonnegative solutions, 
then LY = 0 or /3 = 0. 
IMinition. ,4 com~&My _fundamental solution cz to 3 system of linear homogeneous 
equations is 3 non-zero nonnegative integer salutic>n such that ior all positive 
integers 8, if aa = 8 + y, where p and y are nonnegative integer solutions then 
fl = ka, and y = (n - k)n fVz some non-negative integer k. 
By considering these definitions and Theorem 2.-, 3 it is clear that the fundamental 
and ctlmpletely fundamental s01utions associated with solutions to wi x n arrays 
invoke na x PJ arrays with r<jw sunts n/(m, n) and column sums m /(m, ra 1. 
The next two lemmas are ones Stanley makes use of in [HI, and the last lemma is 
a special case of another af Star&y’s results in [IS]. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let P,, * . . , Pp 6e cl system of homogeneous linear forms lyi$h integer 
coefficients in the uariddes z l, . . . , z,. Suppose that the equations P, = Pz =: l l l = P,, = 
0 haue at least ow solutiopr in positive infegers. Dej’bte genertiinq functions 
F(x)=F(x1,..., x,) and F(x)=F(x,,..., x,) by F(x)=X,,x” and F(x)- z/, 
where 0 ranges over calI solutions to P, = * l l = Pp = U in nonnegative integers while i3 
ranges 0Lter alt solu6ions in positive integers. ‘?%en F(x ) nd F(x ) we rationu6 
functions of the x/s related by F(xl,. . . ,x,) = (- l)‘F(l/q, . . . p I/x,), where t is the 
dimension # tha* NIP cone C (nonnegative integer polyhe$rul cone) of PoluJtiom to 
p,=...r_ Pp = 0 in nonnegative integers. 
Proof. See [lS, p. 6271. 
Lemma 25. Let P(r) be a polynomial in r uf degree n - 1. Let F(y) = X~~,P(r)y’, 
and lef G (y ) = ZTxI P( - r)y’. Then l? (y ) = - F(l/y). 
Pnlot, Since P(t) and P( - r) are polynomials in t of degree n - 1 we cat4, write 
F(y)= 
&._I + cr,_zy + ’ l ’ + of,,y +l--l 
d(y)- y(!?(V-b,y +***+b,-,yn-‘)* (2 1) 
(I-YY 
‘I 
(I-Y) 
. 
NGW 
_ F(Tly) = (_ ,),-I Yyk!d.%Y;-* ;j: cyn-fl . 
A-- 
We therefore want to show aL = (- l)“?!~~. From (2.1) we have 
oi=‘~t~-l)L(~)P(n-l-i-k), 
r 
which equals 
=-- k~~(-l)k(~)P(n-l-i-k), 
W - 
since d *P( - 1- i) = 0. By substituting n - k for k we obtain 
a, =(--Iy i: (-Qk(;)P(k-I-i) 
k m0 
which is equal to (- I)“%,. 
3. Enumeration rrt btl x n arrays 
In this section we prove that H,,. (nr/(m, n)) is a polyntnmial in r af degree; 
(m - I)(n - 1) for all nonnegative integer vdluCs af r. WC then prove (.tJ), (I.$), 
and (1.9). 
Theorem 3.1. Let n, m, r denote posiPiu4z integers, r msy be mm, altd z&r 
H,,, (w/(m, n)) en.mwafe m X n arrays as in (1.1‘. T!WI W, n fnr/(rt, nz )) is 0 
polynomiul in f of degree (m - l)(n - 1) for all v&es of iv. 
Proof. We first sketch a proof that our weighted generating function in (1.3) is a 
‘rational function of degree less than zero. 
As in (1.3): 
where r’ = r/(m. fi), 
and where the summation involves all solutions (a,, ) to (1 A). This is equal to 
MacMahon’s crude generating function: 
(3.1) 
’ (1 - x,, cl/(A,A2 l l 
1 -_-- 
l L))(1 - xtnn+J(hm~,h,,,-•b*A,,,)) l 
MacMahon uses Q to denote that each term in the product is to be formerly 
expanded as a Laurent expansion, in the k’s, these Laurent expansions are to be 
formerly multiplied together and then only those terms free of any A, ‘s are 
ultimately considered. It is clear that when we do this we obtain our weighted 
generating function. By applying the Elliot-MacMahon Algorithm repetitively to 
the right side of (3.1), as Elliot in [7], and Mac ahon in [lo], and Stanley in [ 151, we 
obtain: 
where x, y, . . . , z are monomiak involving onl.,: the x, ‘s, (i = 1, . . . , nm + 2) If we 
let x1 = r2 = . l l = xnn = x,,,,,+~ = 1, we wiit have: 
where the terms, g,y,, . . , E are monomials involving only xk’$i”‘. From (3.2) it is 
clear that F(1,. . . ) 1, x,,,&+~, 1) is a rational function of degree less than or cquai to 0. 
In order ta show F(1,. . . , l,~~~+~, 1) has degret$L strictly less than zero and therefore 
to show ra,., (St) 1s rational of degree less tfran zero in y, one has to follow an 
argument similar b:o Stanley’s in [Is). 
222; 
By Lemma 2.3 the denominator of F(x, . . . , x~,,+~) is of the form D(x) ‘= 
.fl,(l- x”) where /3 ranges over aiF completel; fundamental solutions to (1.2). 
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Therefore by (3.2) the denominator of F(1,. . . ,I, ~m,,+~, 1) is 
where y is the number of completely fundamental soiutions to our system of linear 
homogeneous equations. Therefore the denominator of our generating function 
G,.,,(y) must be of the form (1 - y )y. Thus since G,,. (y ) is rational of degree less 
than zero and since the denominator of C,,.. (y ) is of the form (1 - y )‘, then 
W,,.(nr, (m, n)) must be a polynomial in r, for r 2 0, of degree y - 1. 
We now ,nust show y - 1 = (m - l)(n - 1). From [S) it is clear that y = 
dimension of the nonnegative integer polyhedral cone of sofutions to (1.2). By 115, 
p. 6291 the dimension ‘y’ r.:f our cane of salutions is: y = s - p, where s is the number 
of variables and p is the rank of the system of equations. Clearly the number of 
variables is ntn + 2. In order to show the rank of this system of equations is m + n 
we reduce the matrix associated with these equations to echelon form. The 
following: . 
row n -I- ! 
is row equivalent to: 
-1 
-1 
. 
: 
-1 
- 
-1 
m- . 
- 
-1 
- 
rowm +n 
We obtain the new m + n”’ row by taking the original n + Vi row and subsractirig 
from it rows 1 through n successively, and then adding to it rows n -+ 2 rhrtlggh 
PI+ m. Now rank of (3.3) is clearly n + m, and therefore y - 1 7 
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(3.3) 
deg H,,..(nr/(m,n))== mn +2--(m + n)- 1 -(n - l)(rn - 1). 
We now wish to prove (1.71, (1 S), and (1.9). 
CoroYlary 3.2. Let n und m be positive integers. Then: 
PFaof. Let &&,&nr/(m, n)) enumerate m x n arrays in positive integers whose: 
NWS sum to nr/(m, n) and whose columns sc.m to mr/(m. n). Let 
j+’ zz rl(m, n), 
and where the Q/S are positive integer sobtisns to our FFI x n array. By Lemma 2.4 
P(x f? c. .,Xmn+2) = (- I)‘” -lWn-lv $, .*. , +-) , 
mfl c2 
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where F is defined by (1.3). By specifying x 1 = x2 = . ’ . = x,, = x,,, +z = 1 and by 
replacing xC,$Y’) by y we obtain: 
Thus 
By equating coeflicients of y, . , . , y ‘m*nt-‘, for (m, n ) > 1, it is clear that (1.7) holds. 
Let A be an m >r n array with nonnegative integral entries whose row and 
column sums are nr/(n, n) and mr/(m, n) respectively. By adding 1. to each entry of 
A we obtain an array A’ of positive entries whose row and column sums are 
nri(m, nl + t;l and ntr/(m, n) + m. We therefore have: 
H m.n ( *q (r - (m, n))) = pl,.. (c-j-) for f 23 (m, n). . Y 
By (1. /), (3.Sj must be true for all integer values of r. 
Corolky 3.3. Let m, n be positive inlegets. Then G,. n (y ) is found to have? the 
f0110 wf ng form : 
G,,,ti(y)= cl,t+aIy+-~~+a m-I n-!y(m-‘w~, 
(1 _ ,)oLY” l,+‘I 
where 
a tin IHn II = r l a = at," --l~n--~).-~m.n~+2 =O, fol.(m.n)> 1, 
4 = Q(,-I)(n- I)--<??r.fl)+i -1, (j = 0,. . . , (m .-. I)(n - l)- (m, n)+ I), 
and where clE1 of ttte (1, are uon-negative integers. 
Pr00f. Since I-I,,.,, (nr/(m, n)) is a pal 4nomisl in r 
exist:: unique rational nu;,rbers a,, sr cb that: 
of degree (m 
Therefore 
1)fn - I), there 
It .G clear that smce the coefficients of Gi,,,,, (11) and (1 - y)cm-*nn-~~~-L’ are at!integers, 
[hf.: c +* s must also be integers. 
By (1.8) and (3.6): 
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(m-l R-1: e ( nl -r+(m - l)(n --1)--j 1 ;-tt (m - l)(n - 1) J 
=C YV-‘) 
+) 
(__ l)(m--IHn.-l’a, 
( 
‘t - (nl9 n) + (m - l)(n -- I)_ j) 
(m - l)(n - 1) 
(nt. 1 n- 1: 
2 ( aJ 
r+j-l 
i *lf (at - l)(n - 1) ) 
(m I n-l) 
= 
2 c a 
I -(nr,n)+(m - l)(n -- 1)---j 
, =fI fm - I)(n -- 1) ) ’ 
Thus: 
(m-l n-l’ 
c Q (In -l)(M I) I 
r+(~tt--I)(~--1)-j-l 
, = 0 (m - l)(n - 1) > 
(PI- I#n-I) 
= c a;( r-(m&-I (m -l)(n-1)-j (ItI - l)(n - 1) ) . (3.7) , =o 
By replacing r with r + (m, n) in boti; sides of (3.7) and by replacing j by 
j +- (m, 11) - 1 in the ieft side of (3.7) we conclude: 
(m IHn-I)-fm,n\+i 
c U ~WI -1Hn r+(m -l)(n-1)--j I)- (#*I. n)+ I -j ( > = I” -(m.n)+ 1 tm - l)(?I - 1) (3.8) 
Now for (m, !I) > 1, 
For positive integers m, n (3.8) reduces to: 
H 
tw (m - IHn- 1 -(m,n)r I --_ = $\ t +(m - l)(n -‘- I)- j 
nh n ( ) f-d & a(,, - lh(n I)- (m.n)+l- 1 f =r) ( (m - l)(n - 1) > 
(w lMn-- lp¶.n~+l 
.zz z a, ( r + (m - I)(n -- l)- j , .. 0 (n1 - l)(n - 1) ) . 
Thus 
Qa = Rf, tWn lh fm.fl)+ 1 = 1. 
Since M,, n (0) = 1, 
In order to show the a, are non-negative integers we must resort to 
Cohen-Macat lay Rings as Stanley did in (161 in the square a,td &o square 
symmetric cases. in o&x to do this we first must identify the ring in question. 
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Let J?” = C(x,, x2,. 6.. xmn), where we have an x, for each entry of ~)ut ~11 x n 
array. ‘Lc.t A lx a subring of ,,,R, generated by ail .r u = x fl% ‘P * = l x Er, where the 
(x,, are solutions lo an m x n array with constant row sums and constant column 
sums, Since the sum of two appropriate m x n arrays gives another nt x n array 
wiaft constant TUW and calumn sums, A is an algebra and the: set xp = x7” l l l X:X*, . 
where (a,) is an appropriate array, form a vector space basis over C’. NOW A can be 
graded, 
whcrz Al, is the vector space spanned by all x ” =s XV l l - x ik, (a,,) is an m X n 
array with row sums k (n/(m, n)) ~3rd column t&urns k (nt/(m, n )$. 
Consider r;ny set, #5&,.. ., &, of completely fundamental solutions to our 
system of linear homogeneous equations in (1,2)+ From Thearem 2.2 we know each 
xpf .must be of degrr:e one. In order to show that A is Cohen-Macaulay we must 
show x~J,...~x @v 1s an A -sequence+ That is, we must show: 
(i) the ideal (x81, . . . , xBv) is not all r?f A ; an{3 
(ii) if 1 s i G y, then x8* is not a zero divisor nrodulo the ideal (x81, . . . B x @i- t). 
Since degx@t HI, (i = I,..., y ) (i) is true, (ii) teIlows by the definition of com- 
pietcly fundamental solution. 
Now consider i”3 =E /I/(x 81,. , . , x IL-* ) and consider the induced grading on R. Then 
ZOI implication of A being Cohen-Macaulay is: 
where e, is the degree of xB1, (i = 1,. . . , y). Since uI = dim&, the a, musf be 
non- negative integers. 
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